A short protocol for micro-purification of nuclear proteins from whole animal tissue.
Although a number of small-scale procedures have been described for the preparation of crude nuclear extracts from established cell lines, none were provided for the preparation of similar extracts from small amounts of animal tissue. In addition, no small-scale procedures contain enrichment steps that render the detection of low-abundant DNA-binding proteins easier. Here we describe a simple, efficient procedure for the rapid preparation of high-quality nuclear extracts from either whole animal tissue or established cell lines. It is based on a rapid isolation of the nuclei followed by a KCl extraction and a further micro-enrichment of the DNA binding proteins on heparin Sepharose CL-6B. Extracts prepared in such a way are suitable for the analysis of specific DNA/protein interactions by the use of gel shift assays or by DNaseI and dimethylsulfate footprinting techniques. Most importantly, the entire process can be fulfilled at minimal cost within a day on as little as one gram of fresh tissue, which renders this procedure extremely attractive for the analysis of DNA binding proteins involved in the control of gene expression.